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This work gives a proof of convergence for a randomized learning algorithm that describes how
anoles (lizards found in the Carribean) learn a foraging threshold distance. The model assumes
that an anole will pursue a prey if and only if it is within this threshold of the anole's perch. This
learning algorithm was proposed by the biologist Roughgarden and his colleagues. They
experimentally confirmed that this algorithm quickly converges to the foraging threshold that is
predicted by optimal foraging theory. Our analysis provides an analytic confirmation that the
learning algorithm converges to this optimal foraging threshold with high probability.
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AgsrRac:t This work

gives a proof of convergence for a randomized learning algolitlim

describes how anoles (lizards found in the Carribean) learn a foraging th're-clt'old,
distance. This model assumes that an anole will pursue a prey if and only if it is within
this threshold of the anole's perch. This learning algorithm was proposed by the biologist
Roughgarden and his colleagues. They experimentally confirmed that this algorithm

that

quickly converges to the foraging threshold that is predicted by optimal foraging theoly.
Our analysis provides an analytic confirmation that the learning algorithm convel'ges
to this optimal foraging threshold with high probability.

1. Introduction
The model proposed b1' Roughgarden ([3], see also [1, 4]) models the behavior of attoles,
5,hic[ are lizards found in the Carribean. Anoles usually perch at a spot in their tclritorl'
scanning the ground for prey. If an anole sees a prey that it considers rvorth pulsuing,
it leaves its perch and returns after the prey has been caught.
Optimal foraging theory assumes that it is good for a lizard to minimize the avelage
time used to capture a prey. This is reasonable in circumstances of high predation'
because the lizard is vulnerable to predators while chasing its prey [3]. Roughgarden [3]
notes that this leads to a tradeoff for the lizard:

...if a lizard chases a very distant item, it is away from its perch and cannot
see (or react) to prey that may appear while it is gone. Alternatively, a lizard
may ignore a very distant item, and yet nothing may actually appear during
the time it would have chased down that item. So, where should the lizard
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draw the line? Clearly it should not chase extremely distant prey, for it would
be away from its perch all day, and it should, chase extremely close prey.
This tradeoffis captured in Roughgarden's analysis of the optimal foraging behavior
that minimizes the a\/erage time used to capture a prey
[3]. The basic model studied
by Roughgarden assumes that the hzard captures all prey that it pursues) ancl that
the lizard has a 180' field of view. The optimal foraging thresholcl that this analvsis
predicts is
/^ .1/3
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where u represents the velocity of the lizard and a is the abund.ance of prey persquar-e
neter per second. If a lizard only pursues prey that fail within this distance from its
perch, tiren the average time used to capture a prey is minimized.

There are a number of reasons why it is unlikely that lizards clirectly calculate
the optimal foraging threshold. First, this rule is not flexible enough to account for
Yariations in the abundance of prey in space and time. The moclel used in this analysis
assunes a unifcrrrn, stochastic, stable environment, lvhich is certainly not true i1 general.
Seconcl, the calculation of cubic roots is well beyond a lizard's cognitive abilities
[3].

Roughgarden algues that a mor-e realistic rnodel of foraging is that a lizard learns an
appropriate foraging thleshoid based on its past experiences pursuing prey. Specifically,
R.oughgarclen proposes a learning algorithm that the lizard uses to refine its current
foraging threshold. This algorithm assumes that the lizard can store tu,o quantities: the
time spent so far, 7, and the total number of prey that have been captured, n . 1 Sharnir
and Roughgarden [4] note that experimentai evid.ence suggests that many animals can
conceptualize this type of information.

If

a prey is seen at a distance d from the lizard, the learning algorithm specifies
that the hzard will pursue if

T

j3!/!

n+ r

n

This expression can be rewritten, to show that the hzard pursues if

d<q.
2n
Consequently, we can view the right hand side of this expression as the lizard's current
guess at the optimal foraging threshold.

Experimental results u'ith this learning algorithm are reported by Roughgarden and
Shamir [3,4). These results confirm that the foraging threshold is learned very quickly

'
1

Roughgarden and Shamir [3, 4] divide ? into two parts: the total time spent pursuing and the
total time spent waiting for prey. However, the lizard really only needs to keep track of the total time

to execute their learning algorithm.

by the learning algorithm. Menczer,, Hart and Littman [2] formally argue that if the
learning algorithm converges, then it converges to X*. While this provides confirmation
that the learning algorithm is reasonable, it does not constitute a proof of convergence.
Our analysis of the learning rule shows that it converges to X* with probability
one. We assume that appearance of prey is modeled by a stationary Poisson process)
such that a is the expected number of prey that appear per unit area per seconcl. Our
proof uses a potential function argument to show that the probability that the foraging
threshold remains far from X* goes to zero. The fact that the learning algorithm
converges provides analytic confirmation that the problem of learning optimal folaging
thresholds can be solyed using biologically plausible quantities. Thus, this s'olk ser\'('s
to strengthen the conclusions concerning the learning rule of Roughgarden [3].

2. Mathematical Analysis
Following Rougirgarden, we assume that the visual area of the lizard is a pr:r'fr:ct
sernicircle, an{ we asslme that the lizard always catches prey that it pursues. Let t' l;e
the velocity of the lizard. \Ve assume that the appearance of prey is a Poisson Process
g,ith a being the expected number of prey that appeal per unit area per secoucl. Thc
assumes that if a prel, arrives while the lizard is busy pur-suing another plel'. thrr
'rodel
of
rys1a, p1e;, escapes insteacl of rvaiting to bc caught. At tirne /, let n1 bc the nurnbcl
pr.ey the lizard has captured. Let Xt : utl(2n) denote the lizard's foraging thlcshol<l
at time t. The process starts with some initial value X0 with ??0 : 1. (When tht:
process is started, the first prey has just been caught.)

We can d.efine the value of Xt as a random variable as follows. Let t, denote the
time at which the fth prey is seen, W; denote the time spent waiting to see the ith
prey, d; denote the distance from the perch to the f th prey, and P; denote the tirne
spent pursuing the i th prey. We can describe the density functions of- di ,P, and Wi as
follows.

Pr(d.;
rvhere

r

.-y): @lXr)2 : Pr(' 3 (ylXr,)') :

is chosen uniformly from the range [0'1). Pt

Pr(P, < Y)

:,'('4f

Pr(X1,

r[' < v),

:2dtlu, so

. ,)

We now compute Pr(W; > y). Let Ti be the time when the lizard starts looking
for the f th prey (i."., ?, : ti-t * P;-t.) Lei the randomvariable C, be the nurnberof
prey that appear within a radius of. x7, { asl2(i - 1) of the perch at time T; * s) as s
goes from 0 to y. Note that Pr(14l, > y) : Pr(Cn - 0). Bui C, is a Poisson larrclom
variable, whose parameter is a times the integral of the surveyed area over titne. Thus,

pr(W, > y)
where

:
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,

a : na/2.

Using these definitions, we have

Pr(n1

) i) :

Pr(f1 < y) :

"(2rw'* Pi) =r)

,

" ("f:,"r, *",) . ,)

Let T(r) denote the last tirne at which the lizard has been waiting for r seconds.
Lct tn, : nT(,) and }/' : fz(,) . Let r; be the total amount of tirne spelt yaitilg
before the z th prey is secn u,ithin thr: foraging thresholcl. The probabilitl, thzrt a pr.),
arrives exactly rvhen the Lizard returns to the perch after pursuing the f th prel.is
0, so
rvitlr probability 1, r, 1 r;11 . In this case, T(ro) is the time at which the lizarcl r'etulns
to its perclr after catching the rith prey, so rnr; : i. Let X* : (Julftra))l/s
We wili prove that the l','s converge to X* and then show that this irnpLies that
tire X1's converge to f *. Our proof uses a potential function argument. Let the
potential Q be given b1'
Q,: (Y,_ X*)am,s/a.
the reason for these exponents will become evident. First we argue that the expected
potential does not grow too rapidly (and probably even decreases) as a function of
rvaiting time, then we argue that it does not grow too rapidly as a function of the
number of prey caught so far. Since the potential gets large when the foraging threshold
is far from X* and many prey have been seen, this will imply that not much time is
spent far away from the optimal threshold.
We will use the following technical lemma.
.

Lemma 1: If P is a Poisson random variable with parameter ), then
Pr[P > kl <
^k

lkt.

Proof:

*a.lt
)? il

1r
a.!

Lemma 2: For any fixed finite time interval, there is an upper bound Y such that for
all r in the intervil, Y, < Y. Furthermore,lf 16 and r" are drawn from the interval'
and Ar denotes lr" - rd, then the probability that at least ,t prey arrive within the
lizard,s foraging threshold between time 16 and. r. is at most o((Az)fr), where the
constant depends only upon the interval.
The number of prey that appear per unit area per second is a Poisson random
1,ariable with parametel a. Thus, the number of prey that appear within tire Lizard's
foraging threshold is clorninated by a Poisson random variable with parameter rr)'2 L'r
o
Tire lemma follows from Lemma 1.

Proof:

.

Lernma 3: There is a function g(n) with g(n) : O(n-jla) suchthat thc follorving
is true for any fixed fi1ite tirne interval: If 16 and re are drawn from the intelval rvith
11,

1 r" and rnro :

rl . then

E[O"" lstate at time rb]

- Q", I (r. -

ru)g@)

* O((r" -'t)'),

u.lrere the constants in the O((r" - rb)2) term depend upon the interval (in particular
trpon its maximumfolaging radius from Lemna2) but not upon rb or re.

Proof: We start b1' naking a preliminary observation. Suppose that aftcr l'aitiug
r seconds, the lizarcl sees a prey at time T' when its foraging threshold is )-'. Br'
tlre probability densitl- function of d,n,, the distance of the prey from the perch is tht:
random variable Y'r/i. rvhere r is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. The lizard
pursues the prey an{ returns to its perch. The pursuit time for this prey is 2Y'lif u'
The new foraging threshold after the prey is caught is

v
tT

u(Tt
-

t

2Y' 1fr lu)

u(2(m"

- I)Y' lu) + 2Y' t/i : y, + y,
2m-

2m,

(+#)

(Note that the prey u,ill be caught before the time that the lizard has spent waiting,

r,

increases. )

Now consider the finite interval in the statement of Lemma 3 and let Y be
the interval's foraging threshold bound from Lemrna 2' Suppose that Tb and re
are d.rawn from the interval with Tb 1 r" and that mrb : rtr ' Let A denotc:
E[O,. I state at time 7a]- O',. We wish to show that

A

( (r" - rr,)S@) *O((r" -ru)'),

rvhere the constant in the tergr O((r" - rb)z) depends upon theinterval but rrot uPc)il
or re and g(n) - o( n-Tlq) does not depend upon the interval (or upon 16 or r,').

r0

Consider the time period ("u,r.l (the period of time between 16 and r"), and let
Ar : Te - Tb. Either a prey appears during this period, or not. If no prey appears, the
foraging threshold expands by uA,rlQn). If exactly one prey appears, then, (by the
preliminary observation), the hzard pursues the prey and adjusts the foraging threshold

bv adding z,o : (r', + o(Lr))(\/i -t)l@ + 1); meanwhile the foraging thresholcl
expands by O(Ar) . Let f (y) : (y X.)a and let I4l denote the probability that prey
appears during the period. Putting all of this together, we have

E[O""

I

state at time 16, choice of

uAr \
r] < (l -W\ns/+y lw
l'r, - 2")
* W(n + tSs/+ 7 , Vr z,o r o(Ar))
-Th

I

+ O((Ar)'?)
So, conditioned on the choice

^

<

,,s/n

f (", * #) -

of r.

ns/4

f (y,) +

|
w l(n ,

_,

1)'/o

f

(\',0

I

z,u + O(Ar))

L

/-- *
/' (",,

_ rs1a

uAr\l
";

)J

r otA,r)

We now derive an upper bound for W. Let Y* d.enote y,o * uLrlen) and note
that the lizard's foraging threshold does not exceed l'* during the period betrveen 16
and r". The number of prey that appear within the lizard's foraging threshold during
this period is dominated by a Poisson random variable with parameter aAr)/*2. So by
LemmaI,W I aL.rY*2, whichis at most aA,r(Ylu*yuL,rfn-f(uA,rl2n)r). Tlrrrr,
W < aYluL'r + O((Ar)2) where the constants in the O((Ar)2) depend upon the fixed
interval (and therefore, on Y), but not upon 16 and r". In the interval the second
derivative of / is bounded, so by Taylor's theorem2, the value of A,lLr conditioned
on the choice of r is as follows.

A,lA,r

<

nr/n

f'(y,) (*) *ay,o,

|-t,

*

1)s/4

f (y,b

* y,o{}l
(1)

-rrt/n y1v,,1) + o(Ar).
2 Ecluation 1 led us to choose the cxponent 4 ;r, the
5f
definition of (0", . We want tlie derivative
in Eqtration 1 to be small even when Yro i, Iarge. This makes it necessary to have the exponent less
tl.,"n 4f 3.

We note that the constants in the

O(Ar)

can be chosen uniformly for any 16 and r"

in the fixed interval.
Integrating with respect to r, and evaluating Equation L at Y,o : X* (1 + z) yields
a polynomial in z whose coefficients are functions of n. We need only concern ourselves
rvith the behavior of these functions when n is large enough. Using Maple, we find that
Ll/'r evaluated at Y,: X*(1 *z) is equal to the following'

*.(l)r-3l{_-:r
."1- 1*o(1)..r/q_o 3+o(r)rt't=:''t/4.r 11 lo(1)rr,loro*11
,
-\,/Ar:aX*ol-1.,-tl'/":u
3
4
i t 9(1) ,_ tttof * O(Ar).
1 * o(1)
tt-rls -r, _?j2,1)n_z/q, ,'
u'
15
5
1
I
(2)

the o(1) terms are functions of n (independently of z).
Suppose that n is sufficiently large. Ignoring the O(Ar) term for the rnoment, lct
,J denote the first term. We consider the following cases'
Case 1: z ) Bn-1/2: In t[is case, the term [(11 + o(1))la)n1/4 ra ts at lcast thrc'e

,ivhere

tirnes as large as each of tire three positive terms, so B

(

0'

Case 2: -1 < z 1 -Bn-t12: It this case, the term [(11 + o(1))/a]n1/aza is zrt least
3/2 times as large as the telm [(3 + o(t))/Z]n1/4zs arrcl at least ninc tirles as large as
each of the three other positive terrns. Thus, B < 0 '

3: lzl < 3n-112: Inthis case, each termis O(n-7ln), to 13 : O(',-'lt)'
Note that z ) _I. Thls we have that A/Ar : O(rz-t/+) i O(Ar) fol all valtres
n
of z , for all values of z6 and r. contained in a given finite interval.
Case

We will find

it

convenient to defi-ne

Q,^, if r 1 rn:
rfr, lr1rn+i
!{:{O",
|* O""*r. if r,,1 t I r.
(

As a function of

r. V2

is discontinuous

at rnat but it

is continuous elsewherc.

Lemma 4: For any fixed finite time interval, if 16 ar,d r" are drawn from that interval
then

E[v:"-,ll,] :ul*""-o"a l*,,: "]

Pr(m"o: n) *o((Ar)2),

$,here the constants in the o((Ar)2) term depend upon
nraximum foraging radius frorn Lemrna2.

z and the fixecl

interval's

Proof: Let I' be the interval's maximum foraging radius from Lem rna 2 and let
7r : f, [Vl. - V?u | *, - r] . By the linearity of expectation,
oo

E

lVl'e -

{,:.1
tb)

L

: z__,,
f .r.pr(r7?,.
,o :
\

?-).
/.

(3)

r:l

We now consider possibie values of

r.

r ) ni ^1, :0.
Case r { n - 7: If no prey are seen then Vi" Vl, : 0. If one prel,is secn (.b1,
Lemma 2, this happens with probability O(Ar)), then
lVl" _ V:,1 : O(Ar). Even
if trvo or more prey are seen (by Lemma 2, this happens with probabiliil, O((Ar)2)),
lV:. - Vi,l is still O(1). Hence ^r, : O((Lr)z).
Case

case r:'n: Let AQ: Q,. (D"o and A\[: vT.lAOl < Yn(, + k)'/n und lAVl < Yn(, + 1)t/., ,o
IAV

-

vl,.If

fu

preyarefolnd,therr

AOI < 2)'4(n + k)5/4.

lf I: : 0, then AlF : AQ. rf k :1
iAV - AOi : O(Ar). Using Lemmas

(with probability o(Az), bv Lernlra 2) thel
1 and 2,

<
lE[A{/ | rrl,o: n] -E[Ao I nz,u "]l o((Ar)'z)+z).4It"+k)5/4(al.ra,r1k1kl
k:2

: O((A')2).
Since

1n: E[Av lm,o:

Summing over

E

lv:"

r

- vl,]

n],

jn: uf*," -o,a
l^,r:,r]

*O((Ar)r).

according to Equation 3, we get

u

rvhere the constants in the

f*". -

iD"a

|

*,0

:

nf .er1rl.,u

:

n)+ o((Ar)r),

O((Ar)2) term depend upon n and upon the fixed intelr,al.

o

Lemma 5: For all n, E[(0.,] {

. (The O(1)

derm d.oes not depenclon

r.)

Proofi we start by computing o,"*, - e,n - urL - {rfi. To clo this, rve rvill

psc

Oo

+O(1)

LerDmas 3 and 4. Both lemmas may be applied to any finite interval, so we rvill apply
tlrerrr to tire intervals [0,1],[I,2],.... Any intervai
[2,t + 1] may be subcliviclecl int<r
subintervalsof size llM (forany M > 1) Applyinglemmas3ancl4toeachs1bi1tp1r,al
arr<l summing gives

E lv?*,

- vi]

:

Dy:, nlv?+ip,t

- vl+ri-rtt*]

M

:
L, fkf"l t M + o(1 I nr')) Pr(mias-\ / M

n) + o(t I M'?))

I

^-

where the constants in the O(IlM2) terms depend on the interval li,i + 1] and on n
btrt not the subinterva.ls. Taking the limit of both sides as M -+ oo gives

E
Summing over

all i

[vl*' - vi] s g@, .tl['*' Pr(m, :

n)d'r'

we get

E[Q""*,

- Q",] (

s@)

l,

Pr(rn,: n)dr.

(1)

The iltegral in Equation 4 is the expected waiting time after the n th prey is seen before
the (n * 1)st prey is seen. We will show that this is O(n2l3). T" see this, note that if
tlre lizard has been waiting @(n2ls) seconds then the foraging threshold is f)(n-113 ) s<r
tlre area of the region that the lizard surveys is t'L(n-213). After each additional rrrl3
seconcls the probabilitl' that the lizard sees a prey is bounded away from 0. Thus the
*,aiti'g tirne for the lizalcl is geonetrically distributecl. It follows that the expectt-'cl
tirnc that the lizard u'aits is O(rr213).

:
Since g(n) : O(n-ilt) (fr.om Lemma 3), we conclude that E[O',,*, - Q,,,]
O(n-rslrz;. Since n-)'s112 is a convergent series, the expected value of the potential
just after the nth prey is caught is at most Q1 plus sorrre constant indepenclent of rr '
o

Theorern lz With probabfity one Y,

-' X* '

Proof: First consider the sequence of foraging thresholds just after the lizard has
caught a prey; suppose that these converge to X*. If the threshold just before running
after the prey is uTlQn) the the threshold just after is between @f lQn))(1 - 1/(n +

1)) and uTlQn). Thus the sequence of foraging thresholds just before the catching of
the prey converges too. Finally, since the foraging threshold is always bounded belorn'
just
by the threshold just after catching the previous prey, and above by the threshold
we
before catching the next prey, the foraging thresholds converge to X* ' Therefore
focus on the subsequenceof foraging thresholds Y,, just after the rzth prey u'as cirtrght'
using Markov's inec|rality and recalling that, with probability

Pr[lX.

I,ffi,,, :

-)',,) > .] : Prlns/a lX. - Y,,,ln > ,r'lnen)
: Pr[o", > n'/n ,n] S E[Q"" )n-s ln r-+

??')

\ve €let

If

we take e - n-r/sz and note that, by Lemma 5, E[O""] is bounded from above
bv
a constant, then we get

Pr[lX. -Y,nl ] n-t/szl : O(rr-el8).
Thus, as the process runs, the expected number of integers n such that thc y,'
cleviates from X* by more ilnur- r-1/32 is O(1). Aimost surely, there a'e a finite
nurnber of such integers n, so with probability one, the sequence of foraging threslolcls
)',,, just after the catching of prey converges to X*.
D

Corollary l: With probability one X1 -+ X*

Proof:

.

Recall that for every f , with probability 1, the Iizard waits some betu,eerr
pursuing ihe ith prey and pursuing the (f + l)st prey. By Theorem 1, the seqllence
of foraging thresholds during waiting times converge to X*. During the purslit of a
prey, the threshold is bounded from below by the threshold during the waiting time
before the pursuit of the prey and is bounded from above bV (1 +O(Il@, * 1)) times
thc threshold drrring the rvaiting time after the pursuit of the prey. Thus, the fo'zrgi'g
tlrresholds converge to X*
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